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program

THURSDAY 29 MAY 2014
TIME

SPEAKERS

8.30–9.00

Registration and Coffee

9.00

Welcome to Country

9.10

JANET FLETCHER (Associate Dean Research, Faculty of Arts): Welcome to The University of Melbourne

9.20

GIOVANNI TARANTINO & CHARLES ZIKA: Introduction

9.30–11.00

OLE PETER GRELL (The Open University, UK)- Between hope and despair. Epistolary evidence of the emotional effects of
persecution and exile during the Thirty Years’ War
SUSAN BROOMHALL (The University of Western Australia)- Channelled affections: Pressure and persuasion in letters to
Huguenot refugees in England, 1569–1570

11.00

MORNING TEA

11.30-1.00

PENNY ROBERTS (University of Warwick, UK)- Emotion, Exclusion, Exile: the Huguenot experience during the French
Religious Wars
DAVID VAN DER LINDEN (Erasmus University of Rotterdam)- Feeling Exclusion in the Huguenot Refuge: Exile sermons and
the history of religious emotions

1.00

LUNCH

2.00–3.30

CLAIRE WALKER (The University of Adelaide)- The experience of exile in early modern English convents
GIOVANNI TARANTINO (The University of Melbourne)- Transgressing borders: emotional accounts of John Coustos’s trial for
freemasonry in the Huguenot diaspora

3.30

AFTERNOON TEA

4.00–4.45

EDOARDO TORTAROLO (University of Eastern Piedmont, Italy)- Should I stay or should I go? Being “other than Catholic” in
early modern Italy

6.15

PUBLIC LECTURE LATHAM THEATRE (REDMOND BARRY BUILDING)
ARNOLD ZABLE - The Cry of the Excluded: A Writer’s Perspective

8.00

DINNER

FRIDAY 30 MAY 2014
TIME

SPEAKERS

10.00 -10.45

NICHOLAS TERPSTRA (University of Toronto, Canada)- Feeling Reformation: Emotion, chronology and the scope of Reform

10.45

MORNING TEA

11.15–12.45

GARY WAITE (University of New Brunswick, Canada)- The Radical Reformation as an emotional event: The case of the
Anabaptist and Spiritualist David Joris (1501–56)
GIUSEPPE MARCOCCI (Tuscia University and Scuola Normale of Pisa, Italy)- The Abrunhosa’s downfall: A Portuguese New
Christian family between pride and prejudice

12.45

LUNCH

1.45–3.15

MARÍA TAUSIET (independent scholar, Madrid)- Feeling upside down. Witchcraft and exclusion in the twilight of Early Modern
Spain
CHARLES ZIKA (The University of Melbourne)- Emotions and exclusion in seventeenth-century images of the Witches Dance

3.15

AFTERNOON TEA

3.45–4.30

DANIEL BARBU (University of Bern, Switzerland)- Emotions and identity in Jewish-Christian polemics: On the Jewish ‘Life of
Jesus’ (Toledoth Yeshu) and its reception in early-modern Europe

6.15

CONCERT- THE TRINITY COLLEGE CHAPEL, ROYAL PDE PARKVILLE
e21 – From Mourning to Joy: Exclusion & Redemption
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SATURDAY 31 MAY 2014
TIME

SPEAKERS

9.45–11.15

PAOLA WYSS-GIACOSA (University of Zurich, Switzerland)- Visual emotional strategies in ‘Cérémonies et coutumes
religieuses de tous les peuples du monde’
DOLLY MCKINNON (University of Queensland)- ‘She suffered for Christ Jesus sake:’ The Scottish Covenanters’ emotional
strategies to combat religious persecution (1685–1714)

11.15

MORNING TEA

11.45-12.30

JOHN MARSHALL (The Johns Hopkins University, USA)- Quaker sufferings and the emotions in the case for religious
toleration in seventeenth century England

12.30 -1.15

YASMIN HASKELL (The University of Western Australia)- Concluding remarks and discussion

1.15–2.15

LUNCH

ABOUT THE SEMINAR:
Discrimination and exclusion have long been strategies used
by authorities to maintain authority and control, and
especially over groups who do not share, or are considered
not to share, the same value systems. Fundamental to the
success of such strategies, but ultimately also to their
removal, is the role of emotion – the extent to which
exclusion is felt to be necessary for communal survival or
integrity, the extent to which it has been psychologically
internalised by both excluders and excluded, the extent to
which it is felt to be an intolerable burden to be removed at
any cost.
The aim of this symposium is to explore an important stage
in the European history of exclusion between the sixteenth
and eighteenth centuries. This was a time when political and
religious upheaval forced an unprecedented number of
people to flee their homelands, to live in a state of internal
exile, to develop strategies of dissimulation and secrecy.
Long held attachments were weakened and broken. The
symposium will focus on the use of emotions in the
articulation and experience of exile and displacement, the
degree to which emotions facilitated the construction and
stereotyping of the marginal and excluded, and the role of
emotion in confronting diversity and the possibility of
different levels of tolerance.

Image: Religion in tears. A detail from a late seventeenth-century Dutch
leaflet vividly conveying the horrors of the massacre of the Piedmontese
Waldensians in April 1655: a winged, veiled female figure, an allegorical
portrait of (Reformed) Religion, is reduced to tears before the horrific
spectacle of mutilated children and adults cast into Alpine ravines.
http://emotions.arts.uwa.edu.au/wiki/items/show/172
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Ole Peter Grell
BETWEEN HOPE AND DESPAIR. EPISTOLARY
EVIDENCE OF THE EMOTIONAL EFFECTS OF
PERSECUTION AND EXILE DURING THE THIRTY
YEARS’ WAR
Over a period of twenty years (1626–1648) communities of
Reformed refugees in Germany badly affected by the Thirty
Years’ War sent out letters requesting assistance to Calvinist
congregations across Europe. These letters, apart from
asking for financial help, also often in detail described the
situation of the exiles in Germany, their fears, hopes and
emotional strategies for dealing with displacement and
discrimination. It is those strategies I shall focus on in this
paper. How did the writers of these letters frame their
emotions, what metaphors and tropes did they use, and
what context did they place them in? Did the refugees create
new ways of expressing themselves or did they rely on tried
and tested ways of articulating them – was there any change
over time and to what extent were they grow out of events on
the ground? Furthermore did they have the desired effect on
the recipients – did letters expressing greater emotional
stress generate a better response – and what emotional
advice, if any, did they elicit?
OLE P. GRELL is Professor of Early Modern History at the Open
University. He was a postgraduate at the European University
Institute in Florence from where he got his PhD, and joined the
Open University in 1999 after having been a Research Fellow at the
Department of History and Philosophy of Science at the University of
Cambridge. He is co-editor of the Series, History of Medicine in
Context, published by Ashgate. He is the author of four books, most
recently Brethren in Christ. A Calvinist Network in Reformation Europe
(Cambridge UP 2011), as well as many articles and reviews.

“France is the home of the Huguenots.” In October 1985, to commemorate
the tricentenary of the Revocation of the Edict of Nantes, President
Mitterrand of France announced a formal apology to the descendents of
Huguenots around the world. At the same time, the government released a
special postage stamp in their honour.

Susan Broomhall
CHANNELLED AFFECTIONS: PRESSURE AND
PERSUASION IN LETTERS TO HUGUENOT REFUGEES
IN ENGLAND, 1569–1570
Over a few brief months in late 1569 and early 1570, a small
group of persecuted Huguenots in the southern Low
Countries and northern France wrote letters to family and
friends who had emigrated across the Channel to England.
In these, they documented fears and frustrations about
progressive pressure, persecution and displacement in their
homelands whilst expressing their hope, as well as
demands, of those loved ones who they imagined were
enjoying freedoms in England. These letters, written in
French and Dutch, by both men and women, employ an
explicit emotional vocabulary to describe their own
traumatic experiences as individuals in dire need and to
express their identity as members of a shared confessional
community, in order to place subtle pressure on those
already abroad to assist them. As such, they offer a rare
resource to analyse the gendered and emotional experiences

of Huguenot persecution in the later sixteenth century and to
consider the heavy practical and emotional expectations placed on
friends and families who had become part of the Huguenot
diaspora. Indeed, the very act of writing these letters signified the
intensity of feelings that outweighed very real dangers for their
authors. These letters never reached their destination. The carriers
who had dared to smuggle such writings covertly out of Catholic
territories were arrested, the letters discovered, and some of those
involved executed as a result.
SUSAN BROOMHALL is Winthrop Professor of Early Modern History at The
University of Western Australia, a Chief Investigator in the Australian
Research Council Centre of Excellence for the History of Emotions,
1100–1800 and a Fellow of the Australian Academy of the Humanities. She
researches gender and emotions in early modern France and the Low
Countries, which has included recently a series of essays exploring how
women and men narrated experiences and feelings during the French Wars
of Religion, and as members of the French Huguenot Threadneedle St
Church in London. Recent monograph publications include (with Jennifer
Spinks) Early Modern Women in the Low Countries: Feminising sources and
interpretations of the past (Ashgate, 2011) and (with Jacqueline Van Gent)
Gender, Power and Identity in the Early Modern Nassau Family, 1580–1814
(Ashgate, forthcoming).
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Penny Roberts
EMOTION, EXCLUSION, EXILE: THE HUGUENOT
EXPERIENCE DURING THE FRENCH RELIGIOUS WARS
This paper will explore the emotional experience of exile and
exclusion of the Huguenot minority during the French religious
wars c.1562–1598. Many of the sources we have for the wars are
inevitably shaped and coloured by the rhetoric and propaganda of
conflict, as each side sought to demonise the other. However, a
more sensitive approach can extract evidence of more nuanced
experiences. Anger and hatred were powerful forces during times
of war, but were not only, or even primarily, felt towards
members of the opposing side. Frustration with, or even open
hostility towards, coreligionists was a frequent occurrence,
whether over difference of belief or opinion, action or inaction.
Shame and fear were unwelcome emotions which were often
concealed or are revealed to us only in pictures and through
anecdotes; and many of these depictions are gendered or related
to other forms of status. Joy and grief feature even less
prominently in these accounts. This paper seeks to explore the
emotional history of the wars through the lens of the many
memoirs and correspondence which survive, to provide a more
complete picture of the complex legacy of war. It will examine the
experience both of those who left France to seek exile abroad,
primarily in England and the Swiss Confederation, and those who
continued to face persecution and exclusion at home.
PENNY ROBERTS is Associate Professor (Reader) in early modern
European History at the University of Warwick, UK, and co-editor of the
journal French History. Her most recent publications include Peace and
Authority during the French Religious Wars (Palgrave Macmillan, 2013) and,
as co-editor, Ritual and Violence: Natalie Zemon Davis and Early Modern
France (Oxford University Press, 2012).

David van der Linden
FEELING EXCLUSION IN THE HUGUENOT REFUGE: EXILE
SERMONS AND THE HISTORY OF RELIGIOUS EMOTIONS
Refugees in the Huguenot diaspora, who had fled religious
persecution in France in the 1680s, habitually referred to the
horror of the dragonnades and the feeling of exclusion in their
homeland. Precisely because the French state no longer tolerated
religious difference and forced them to convert, they argued, they
had been forced to flee abroad. Yet despite the rhetoric of
religious determination in the face of persecution, Huguenot
refugees proved remarkably uncertain about the necessity of
exile. Why, for example, had God allowed the destruction of His
churches in France, and why did exile have to be so difficult – was
it not possible to return to their homes in France and practice
their faith in secret? This paper will explore how refugees dealt
with these psychological pressures by analysing exile sermons
held in the Dutch Republic. Rather than simply reading them as
statements of doctrine, I will argue that these sermons were
dynamic texts that reveal the profound distress of the refugees:
Huguenot ministers regularly discussed the worries of the
refugees from their pulpit, and tried to offer spiritual comfort by
stressing God’s providence as well as the evils of converting to
Catholicism. Moreover, these sermons demonstrate that
religious emotions were not necessarily marginalised in Calvinist
religious culture – on the contrary, they formed the core of a
dialogue between a minister and his flock.
DAVID VAN DER LINDEN is a Postdoctoral Researcher at the Erasmus
University of Rotterdam. His research has particularly focused on

migration patterns in the early modern period, including the Huguenot
diaspora. His most recent work is Experiencing Exile: Huguenot Refugees in
the Dutch Republic, 1680–1700 (Farnham, 2014).

Claire Walker
THE EXPERIENCE OF EXILE IN EARLY MODERN
ENGLISH CONVENTS
In the late sixteenth century, England’s Catholic minority
established seminaries and religious cloisters in various European
towns and cities. They were founded to provide recusants in
Protestant England with missionary priests, but also as centres of
English Catholicism abroad where sons and daughters might be
educated, lay exiles might openly frequent the sacraments, and men
and women seeking the monastic life could achieve personal
salvation and preserve the monastic tradition. The exiled religious
establishments accordingly straddled two communities – the
Catholic minority in England and the diaspora of English Catholics
in Europe.

Exile was a particularly prominent feature of the English nuns’
identity, and it underpinned many of their spiritual, political and
sociable actions. The nuns viewed their displacement as temporary
because they firmly believed that the prayers and other activities
directed towards the defeat of the Protestants would ultimately
succeed and their cloisters would then return to England. In this
paper, I want to consider the nuns’ experience of exile over a
hundred and fifty years from the cloisters’ inception in the late
sixteenth century to the mid-eighteenth century. Using monastic
chronicles and nuns’ letters, I hope to map the cloisters’ emotional
experience of exile as the likelihood of Catholic toleration flowed and
ebbed. In particular, I am interested to discover the relationship
between the articulation of displacement and religious and political
activism. Was the affective language of intolerance expressed during
the first half of the seventeenth century ameliorated by the longevity
of institutional exile? Did interaction between nuns and the
Protestant supporters of the Stuarts in the 1650s and after 1688
encourage tolerance and diminish feelings of displacement?
CLAIRE WALKER is a Senior Lecturer in History at The University of
Adelaide, and an Associate Investigator in the ARC Centre for the History of
Emotions. She has written extensively on the exiled English cloisters in
France and the Low Countries in the seventeenth century, most recently
publishing an article in the Journal of Medieval and Early Modern Studies
(2012) on nuns’ role in collecting and distributing news in royalist intelligence
networks during the 1650s. In 2009, she co-edited Moral Panics, the Press
and the Law in Early Modern England with David Lemmings and is currently
completing a collection of essays on gossip and rumour in Early Modern
Europe, co-edited with Heather Kerr.

Giovanni Tarantino
TRANSGRESSING BORDERS: EMOTIONAL ACCOUNTS OF
JOHN COUSTOS’S TRIAL FOR FREEMASONRY IN THE
HUGUENOT DIASPORA
John Lockman (1698–1771), the English translator of “Picart” and
Voltaire and a fervid supporter of religious toleration himself,
deemed it important to repeatedly signal that a Catholic author, the
versatile Neapolitan writer Tommaso Costo, had deplored the
apparent impassiveness of the Waldensian fathers in the face of the
brutal slaughter of their children perpetrated in Calabria in 1561.
Lockman voiced his indignation against Costo’s position in his
treatment of the origins of the Inquisition that he included with the
dramatic memoirs (which he had prepared for the press) of the
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and evangelical doctrines in the 16th century. The cost of this
confessional homogeneity has been not only the persecution
of thinkers and common people looking for an individual
faith, but also the insulation of Italian culture under the
aegis of the Catholic Church.
This paper explores the presence of non-Catholic
confessions in Italy in the 17th and 18th century. The focus will
be on the variety of attitudes developed within these
Christian minorities towards the prevailing faith and on the
strategies these groups and individuals followed to resist the
pressure of the Catholic clergy and secular institutions. It
will also consider the psychological strategies of those who
left Italy to profess their faith openly.
John Coustos (1703–1746) kneeling in chains in front of the Inquisitor. Source: The
Mysteries of Popery Unveiled (1821)

Portuguese Inquisition’s detention and torture of John Coustos
(1703–46). Born in Swizerland, the grandson of a Huguenot
preacher (possibly with Jewish ancestors), Coustos had ended up
in London after moving around Europe for many years. Initiated
into the Masonic fraternity in England, he moved, for reasons
connected with his work as a dealer in precious stones, first to
Paris and then to Lisbon; here he was arrested and called before
the Inquisition to answer charges regarding the overcoming of
confessional and social barriers practised in the masonic lodges.
The “martyrdom” of Coustos, also apparently stoical, calm and
passive, did not depart, in his representation, from the
consolidated model of Protestant martyrologies. The heroic
loyalty to his beliefs and to his “brothers” (though in part
contradicted by the trial proceedings) proved to be an example for
new initiates into freemasonry. But such an emotionally charged
representation of Catholic ferocity met with much wider
consensus in a London still shaken by the echoes of the second
Jacobite insurrection. And no less significantly it was reported
and circulated (in French translation) among those Huguenot
refugees in the Dutch Republic who were determined “to
convince people, though never so obstinate and perverse in their
tempers, that by the help of brotherly love all mankind shall
become true brothers to each other” (“Picart”, Du Bosc edn, IV,
235–36).
GIOVANNI TARANTINO is a Postdoctoral Research Fellow of the ARC
Centre of Excellence for the History of Emotions at the University of
Melbourne, and Co-Editor of Cromohs. He is a former Hans Kohn Member
of the Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton and Balzan Research
Associate at the Scuola Normale of Pisa. He is currently working on a
project concerning the affective language used in English-language
reports of the persecution of the Waldensians in the late seventeenth
century. Recent publications include Republicanism, Sinophilia and
Historical Writing: Thomas Gordon (c.1691–1750) and his History of England
(Brepols 2012); “Carlo Ginzburg and the historian’s craft: questions and
remarks,” Cromohs 18 (2013); “The uses of ‘conformité’ in Bernard and
Picart’s Cérémonies,” in Jonathan Israel and Silvia Berti eds, The World’s
First General Encyclopedia of Religion (1723–1737) (Brill, forthcoming).

Edoardo Tortarolo
SHOULD I STAY OR SHOULD I GO? BEING “OTHER THAN
CATHOLIC” IN EARLY MODERN ITALY
The states of the Italian peninsula have been at the core of an
early modern system of social and religious discipline promoted
by the collaboration of secular authorities with the Catholic
Church. One of the outcomes of this mutual support has been the
confessional homogeneity prevailing in early modern and modern
Italy after the successful eradication of the Lutheran, Calvinist

In particular the paper will analyze the trajectory of the
philosopher and mathematician Salvemini di Castiglione,
who converted to Calvinism in Lausanne after leaving
Tuscany in 1736. His works and private letters are evidence
that he developed a tolerant attitude based on a form of
“Arminian enlightenment” (Pocock), reflecting a secular and
minimalist approach to religion. The philosophical and
existential experience of Salvemini di Castiglione is the
starting point for a reconsideration of exclusion for religious
reasons as a source of secularism in early modern Catholic
countries.
EDOARDO TORTAROLO teaches Early Modern History at the
University of Eastern Piedmont, Italy. He has been a fellow of the
Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton (2006) and of FRIAS,
Germany (2012–2013) and has written on the 18th century and the
history of historiography. His publications include: L’Illuminismo.
Ragioni e dubbi di una modernità europea (Rome 1999); Der Garten
und die Moderne. Epikureische Moral und Politk vom Humanismus bis
zur Aufklärung (Stuttgart 2004), co-edited with Gianni Paganini;
Diesseits and Jenseits der Alpen. Deutsche und italienische Kultur im
18. Jahrhundert (Leipzig 2011); L’invenzione della libertà di stampa.
Scrittori e censura nel Settecento (Rome 2011); The Oxford History of
Historical Writing: Volume 3: 1400–1800 (Oxford 2012), co-edited with
J. Rabasa, M. Sato and D. Woolf.

Nicholas Terpstra
FEELING REFORMATION: EMOTION, CHRONOLOGY
AND THE SCOPE OF REFORM
What constitutes reformation and the movement known as
The Reformation? The historical movement and period have
traditionally been associated with the theological movement
of Protestantism, whose various streams shared an
emphasis on a return to scripture as the sole authority in
matters of doctrine, and a simplification of Christianity’s
sacramental rituals, theological doctrines, and ecclesiastical
structures. Catholicism experienced its own reform
movements, influenced though not determined by the
Protestant reforms. One distinguishing characteristic of all
late medieval and early modern religious reform movements
was their greater emphasis on collective purity and
contagion, and their greater reliance on forms of discipline,
enclosure, exclusion, and expulsion in order to deal with
both the prospect and reality of impurity. This can be seen at
both the microcosmic level of confraternities and churches
and the macrocosmic level of public policy in early modern
European cities and states. Fear and anxiety were critical
emotions driving the most extreme ‘reform’ activities from
the fifteenth through the seventeenth centuries. They
informed much of the period’s confessional and didactic
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media (including woodcuts, What music, literature) that was
generated to justify those actions. Incorporating emotion into
our analysis, and tracing the impact of actions undertaken out
of these emotions, can help us reconsider the traditional
geographic and chronological boundaries of the Reformation
movement. The distinctions between Protestants and
Catholics fade somewhat, Jews and Muslims move from the
periphery into the centre of the reform narrative, and it
becomes possible to re-evaluate the longer term effects of
reformation and The Reformation.
NICHOLAS TERPSTRA is Professor and Chair of History at the
University of Toronto, and Editor of Renaissance Quarterly. He
specializes in the intersections of gender, politics, religion, and charity
in early modern Italy. Recent publications include The Art of Executing
Well: Rituals of Execution in Renaissance Italy (2008), Lost Girls: Sex &
Death in Renaissance Florence (2010), and Cultures of Charity: Women,
Politics, and the Reform of Poor Relief in Renaissance Italy (2013), which
won the 2014 Phyllis Goodhart Gordan Prize of the Renaissance
Society of America. He is currently working on a project to produce an
on-line digital map of Renaissance Florence, the Digitally Encoded
Census Information and Mapping Archive or DECIMA (http://decima.
chass.utoronto.ca/). His forthcoming book is tentatively titled The
World that Refugees Made: Exiles and Religious Refugees in the Early
Modern World.

Arnold Zable
THE CRY OF THE EXCLUDED:
A WRITER’S PERSPECTIVE
ARNOLD ZABLE is an acclaimed writer, novelist, and human
rights advocate. His books include Jewels and Ashes, The Fig
Tree, Café Scheherazade, Scraps of Heaven, Sea of Many Returns
and most recently, Violin Lessons, where he continues his
exploration of exile and displacement in stories spanning the
globe. He has written extensively on human rights issues and
has worked with asylum seekers, refugees, the deaf, problem
gamblers, survivors of the Black Saturday bushfires and other
groups using story as a means of self-understanding. He has a
doctorate from The University of Melbourne, where he is a
Vice-Chancellor’s fellow, and was recently awarded the Voltaire
prize for human rights advocacy and the advancement and
freedom of expression.

Gary K. Waite
THE RADICAL REFORMATION AS AN EMOTIONAL
EVENT: THE CASE OF THE ANABAPTIST AND
SPIRITUALIST DAVID JORIS (1501–56)
The Reformation was a deeply emotional event arousing
passions that inspired the demonizing of religious opponents,
judicial prosecution of dissenters, and mob violence. The fear
of God and his punishments was largely responsible for the
Reformation’s episodes of persecution, and also for much of
the witch-hunting that followed. I concentrate on the most
persecuted group, the Anabaptists, and especially on one of
their leaders, the Dutch glasspainter David Joris (c.1501–56)
who elicited extreme hostility and intense devotion both.
Thanks to an extraordinary contemporary biography that
describes his emotional state until he found refuge in Antwerp
in 1539, I can argue that it was Joris’s struggle with the
extreme emotions arising from persecution which produced his
ecstatic, visionary episodes. These in turn led to his peculiar,
internalized spirituality that emphasized internally overcoming
emotions such as fear that would allow the individual to remain
undisturbed by external turmoil. From his relatively safe
refuges in Antwerp and Basel (1544–56) Joris encouraged his
followers to pursue the inner transformation so that they too
could transcend emotional extremes caused by external forces
and remain peaceful in the knowledge that their fate resided
solely in God’s hands. Using this personal approach Joris
sought to quell the rising fear over diabolical witchcraft, and
our discussion concludes with his response to a query about
whether Christians should fear harmful magic. No, he argues,
since even if God were to allow the devil to harm a believer, that
would affect only the body, for which we should care little.
GARY K. WAITE is Professor of History at the University of New
Brunswick. His research focuses on early modern religion, heterodoxy
and persecution, especially in the Low Countries. His books include
two works on the Dutch Anabaptist and spiritualist David Joris, as well
as Reformers on Stage: Popular Drama and Religious Propaganda in the
Low Countries of Charles V, 1515–1556 (2000), Eradicating the Devil’s
Minions: Anabaptists and Witches in Reformation Europe, 1535–1600
(2007), and Heresy, Magic and Witchcraft in Early Modern Europe (2003).
He is co-editor, with Jesse Spohnholz, of Exile and Religious Identities,
1500–1800 (Chatto and Pickering Press, June, 2014). He is currently
finishing a project comparing Dutch and English views of Jews and
Muslims in the seventeenth century and beginning another on the role
of religious dissidents in the creation of new ideas on the eve of the
Enlightenment.
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María Tausiet
FEELING UPSIDE DOWN. WITCHCRAFT AND EXCLUSION
IN THE TWILIGHT OF EARLY MODERN SPAIN

The Inquisition (detail). Cérémonies et coutumes religieuses de tous les peuples du monde, ed.
by Jean Frederic Bernard (Amsterdam 1723–37)

Giuseppe Marcocci
THE ABRUNHOSA’S DOWNFALL: A PORTUGUESE NEW
CHRISTIAN FAMILY BETWEEN PRIDE AND PREJUDICE
The arrest of Valéria de Abrunhosa by the Inquisition of Évora
(1599) marked the beginning of the sudden downfall of a lower
noble family from rural Portugal hiding the stain of Jewish
ancestors. In the following years, several members of the
Abrunhosa family were tried for crypto-Judaism, while all
those holding a public office were dismissed. The Abrunhosa’s
affair exemplifies the general effect the rising obsession with
blood purity had on Portuguese society, especially when
intersecting local factional rivalries and conflicts. This paper
explores feelings and emotions of the head of the family,
Gastão de Abrunhosa, who responded to the violent prejudice
that was crushing the honour of his relatives. He was able to
escape Portugal and organized a resounding protest against
the illegitimacy of the procedure of the Portuguese Inquisition,
first in Rome (1602–4), then in Madrid (1605–7), where he
proudly looked after his family’s noble status. Many south
European archives keep a rich variety of sources, which allow
a detailed analysis of Abrunhosa’s personal experience and
disposition while dealing with the different phases of his fight.
This case study about a little-known minority of Portuguese
New Christians, who claimed to be nobles while being the
object of social discrimination, focuses on feelings and
emotions relating to exclusion and response, internal exile
and displacement.
GIUSEPPE MARCOCCI is Assistant Professor of Early Modern History at
the University of Tuscia, Viterbo and Principal Investigator of an Italian
government-funded research project about Christian-Islamic
interactions at the Scuola Normale Superiore, Pisa (Italy). His main
field of research is the Iberian world, with special attention to Portugal
and its overseas Empire. His publications include the books L’invenzione
di un impero: Politica e cultura nel mondo portoghese, 1450–1600 (2011)
and (with José Pedro Paiva) História da Inquisição Portuguesa, 1536–1821
(2013).

In mid-1812, in the village of Tosos (Zaragoza), more than
thirty-two of the inhabitants claimed to be possessed. Most of
the population accepted the supernatural explanation of
maleficence and cast the blame on one woman, Joaquina
Martínez, who was labelled a witch and sorceress and whose life
was threatened on several occasions thereafter, until she was
definitively expelled from the village. Had this happened in the
16th or 17th century, Joaquina would have been tried and
awarded a harsh sentence.Two centuries on from the end of the
“witch-hunt”, however, as if in a “looking-glass world”, those
brought to trial were her persecutors.The episcopal trial of the
so-called “possessed of Tosos” provides some fascinating
insights when it comes to the study of emotions in a crucial
period of historical change: the Spanish War of Independence,
which marked the beginning of the end of Spain’s Ancien
Régime. What becomes very clear from this particular case is
the parallel existence of two emotional codes. According to the
code upheld by most of the villagers (the language of demonic
possession), the emotional disturbances were caused by
demons invoked by Joaquina. On the other hand, according to
the code upheld by the representatives of the Church (the
language of reason and the Enlightenment), most of the afflicted
were either faking their possession or, in some cases, they were
ill or insane. In this new, enlightened age, however, witchcraft
was no longer something to be unquestioningly accepted.
MARÍA TAUSIET is an independent scholar who has worked at the
Spanish National Research Council in Madrid. Her research focuses on
early modern Spanish religious history. She has published books on
witchcraft and magic, demonic possession and the history of emotions,
as well as a number of articles about aspects of the Catholic
Reformation. Her many publications include Ponzoña en los ojos. Brujería
y superstición en Aragón en el siglo XVI (2004), Urban Magic in Early Modern
Spain. Abracadabra Omnipotens (First edn 2007; English edn 2014), and El
dedo robado. Reliquias imaginarias en la España Moderna (2013). She is
currently preparing various works on the notion of immortality and its
depiction in scientific and fantastical representations of the afterlife.
See: http://seronoser.free.fr/maria/

Charles Zika
EMOTIONS AND EXCLUSION IN SEVENTEENTH-CENTURY
IMAGES OF THE WITCHES DANCE
The witches of early modern Europe were generally understood
to be extremely malicious and aggressive figures who had to be
excluded from the benefits and protections of church and state,
if not wholly exterminated. This ‘otherness’ was no doubt
stimulated by the behaviors attributed to them by the authors of
various writings and the creators of visual images.
The aim of this paper is to explore how such exclusionary
strategies operated in seventeenth-century witchcraft images,
and most especially in representations of the witches’ dance at
the Sabbath. It is only in the late sixteenth century that these
dances begin to appear in witchcraft iconography, possibly in
response to the literary attention they receive by Jean Bodin.
Their ongoing popularity through the seventeenth century
suggests that they encoded a very current set of values. The
Sabbath dance, I shall argue, was understood as the
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performance of emotions of uncontrolled sexual desire and
concerted aggression that threatened some of the basic
foundations of Christian society; and these in turn had the
capacity to stimulate disgust, intense distrust and even terror
in the hearts of viewers.
The paper will explore images and related texts from the
1590s to see how dancing became central to many images of
witchcraft. It will also examine other related imagery of
dancing on which the witchcraft images may well have drawn,
including the Bacchic dances of antiquity, and the dances of
the Israelites around the Golden Calf.
CHARLES ZIKA is a Professorial Fellow in the School of Historical and
Philosophical Studies, and a Chief Investigator in the Australian
Research Council Centre of Excellence for the History of Emotions, at
the University of Melbourne. His research interests lie in the
intersection of religion, emotion and visual culture in German-speaking
Europe between the 15th and 18th centuries, and at present focus on
sacred place, natural disasters and witchcraft. Recent works include
The Appearance of Witchcraft: Print and Visual Culture in SixteenthCentury Europe (Routledge, 2007); and two books related to exhibitions,
The Four Horsemen: Apocalypse, Death & Disaster (edited with Catherine
Leahy & Jennifer Spinks, NGV, 2012), and Celebrating Word and Image
1250–1600 (with Margaret Manion, Fremantle Press, 2013).

Daniel Barbu
EMOTIONS AND IDENTITY IN JEWISH-CHRISTIAN
POLEMICS: ON THE JEWISH ‘LIFE OF JESUS’
(TOLEDOTH YESHU) AND ITS RECEPTION IN EARLYMODERN EUROPE
The present paper is concerned with the reception and
circulation of the Jewish Life of Jesus, or Toledoth Yeshu in
the early modern period. I will approach these traditions as
an example of cultural and religious resistance in that
context. The Toledoth Yeshu provide us with an unusual and
mischievous narrative of the life of Jesus and of the origins of
Christianity. According to this “anti-Gospel,” Jesus was an
illegitimate child (a mamzer) who managed to trick the
crowds of Galilee by usurping magical powers and working
pretence miracles. His deceptions revealed, he was
condemned to death and hanged. His followers, however,
continued to stir up trouble in Israel: they were thus cut loose
from the rest of the people by Jewish “double-agents” who
gave them laws and customs contrary to Judaism, hence
transforming them into a separate religion, i.e. Christianity.
The foundational myths of the Christian tradition are here
overturned and replaced by a “counter-history,” inverting the
respective power positions of Judaism and Christianity. In this
paper, I will seek to explore some knots between emotion and
identity in the Toledoth Yeshu, and try to assess anti-Christian
feelings among early-modern Jews.
DANIEL BARBU is a Postdoctoral Fellow at the University of Bern’s
Institute for Jewish Studies and Lecturer at the University of Geneva’s
Department of Religious Studies. He specializes in the history of
Judaism and Jewish inter-religious polemics. His first book, Idolatry
and the Study of Religion is forthcoming at the Presses universitaires
de Liège. He is currently working on a new project, on the Jewish
traditions on Jesus and the origins of Christianity.

Anabaptists (detail). Cérémonies et coutumes religieuses de tous les peuples du monde,
ed. by Jean Frederic Bernard (Amsterdam 1723–37)

Paola von Wyss-Giacosa
VISUAL EMOTIONAL STRATEGIES IN CÉRÉMONIES ET
COUTUMES RELIGIEUSES DE TOUS LES PEUPLES DU
MONDE
In my paper I will discuss two groups of illustrations in the
Cérémonies et Coutumes Religieuses de tous les Peuples du Monde
(Amsterdam 1723–1737). The man responsible for the elaborate
iconographical concept of this major editorial endeavor was
Bernard Picart, one of the most successful illustrators and
print-makers of his time. His method, his selection of sources as
well as the choice of style for the visualization of the ceremonies
of Catholics and Protestants, respectively, deserve attention as
highly sophisticated examples of a visual emotional strategy,
articulated on various levels. Some of the images mirror a
personal biographical experience both as a Catholic sympathizer
with Jansenism in France and, after his emigration and
conversion, as a member of the Protestant community in
Amsterdam; others, on a more general level, depict and thereby
judgmentally oppose the formal rigor and pompous ceremonies
of the Roman Church with the simplicity of ritual and everyday life
in the Dutch communities and the tolerance that characterized
them. Furthermore, the examples from the Cérémonies, which
achieved remarkably high circulation in many editions, will also
serve as a basis for a more general discussion about the use –
that is, the role and significance – of printed illustrations as tools
in emotionally laden visual strategies and thus about such
illustrations as source documents for a History of Emotions.
PAOLA VON WYSS-GIACOSA, Dr. Phil., teaches in the Dept. of Ethnology at
the University of Zurich. She is a member of the research group “Media
and Religion” at the University of Zurich. She curated several exhibitions
at the Ethnographic Museum of the University. Research areas include
Visual Anthropology, Material Culture, Anthropology of Art, and Religious
Studies.
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Pieter Bartholomeusz. Barbiers, ‘Vreugde’ (Joy) © Rijksmuseum, RP-T-1951-370.

Dolly MacKinnon
e21 concert
(Music by Heinrich Schütz, Johann Hermann Schein,
Josquin des Pres and others); e21 performers:
Vivien Hamilton, Erika Tandiono, Rebecca Bywater,
Anna Plotka, Michael Edwards, Jacob Lawrence,
Steven Hodgson, John Weretka, Stephen Grant (director).

Featured in many of e21’s concerts are programs
which forge links between diverse musical works and
the poetic ideas or emotional currents common to
them, often working in partnership with artists from
other disciplines. The ensemble has been recorded
many times by ABC Classic FM, ABC Sunday Live and
a joint project between the ABC and the National
Library of Australia on the vocal works of Percy
Grainger. Programs have included those for the State
Library of Victoria’s Medieval Imagination exhibit and
an appearance at the Sydney Opera House’s Utzon
Music Series. e21 has collaborated with a number of
Australian and international artists, including
recorder virtuoso Genevieve Lacey, actor Helen
Morse, director John Bolton, poet Alan Loney and
Ludovico’s Band. The ensemble currently runs an
on-going series of concerts of medieval music at St
Mary’s Star of the Sea church in West Melbourne.

‘SHE SUFFERED FOR CHRIST JESUS SAKE:’ THE
SCOTTISH COVENANTERS’ EMOTIONAL STRATEGIES
TO COMBAT RELIGIOUS PERSECUTION (1685–1714)
After the Restoration, and then during the reign of the openly
Roman Catholic James VII & II, the Scottish Covenanters
were subjected to waves of religious persecution,
discrimination, and banishment, each re-enforced with a
renewed vigor, viciousness, and the practice of summary
executions. The arrival of William of Orange did nothing to
stem this violent discrimination. The Scottish Covenanters
remained a revered, reviled, and persecuted minority, who in
turn remained resolute in their endeavors, as Christian
soldiers, to complete the unfinished business of the Calvinist
Reformation. For King Jesus to ultimately triumph in a global
project for their religious freedom, the religious battleground
of Scotland must first be won. Their actions were increasingly
met by the state with punitive acts designed to subjugate and
displace them, acts that required the ultimate tariff, that of
human life, for any breach. The emotional strategy used by
these clandestine Covenanters was to construct their plight
within the evocative framework of the blood of martyrs,
where as Christian soldiers they continued the struggle for
Reformation and their religious freedoms. Achieved first by
word of mouth, then in print and finally in a tangible way
through memorials and inscriptions in the landscape, their
strategy was to harness the emotional role and function of
exclusion, synonymous with the sacrifice and martyrdom
experienced by King Jesus, as a symbol of God’s elect.
Martyrdom was an emotional burden, but also a privilege,
that was re-written and recast by Covenanters,
simultaneously as the intolerable yoke of discrimination, but
also that their struggle was to be inviolable. Using case-study
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A Quaker female preacher in London. Cérémonies et coutumes religieuses de tous les peuples du monde, ed. by Jean Frederic Bernard (Amsterdam 1723–37)

evidence from the archives, material culture and the landscape,
this paper analyses the traces of displacement and burden that
ultimately united this emotional community.
DOLLY MACKINNON is a Senior Lecturer in History at The University of
Queensland, and her research and publications, spans history and
music, and analyse the mental, physical and auditory landscapes of past
cultures. Her latest book is Earls Colne’s Early Modern Landscapes
(Farnham, Surrey: Ashgate, 2014).

John Marshall
QUAKER SUFFERINGS AND THE EMOTIONS IN THE CASE
FOR RELIGIOUS TOLERATION IN SEVENTEENTH
CENTURY ENGLAND
This paper briefly examines the ways in which the emotions,
particularly hatred, anger, and fear, were used to support
religious intolerance in seventeenth century England, and
describes the very considerable intolerance towards and severe
persecutions of Quakers in the English Revolution and
Restoration. It then analyzes some of the multiple ways in which
Quakers’ accounts of their religion and especially of oppression
and of Quaker sufferings under persecution appealed to many of
the emotions, including pity, love, and charity, but also fear,
hatred, and anger. It examines the relationship of these accounts
of their religion and of their sufferings, which often ended in

death and were often called by Quakers a kind of martyrdom, to
their broadly egalitarian and pacific argument for religious
toleration and as intended to counter the hatred, fear, and anger
directed towards them and others for their religious beliefs. It
examines briefly the increasing move in Quaker arguments for
religious toleration away from stress on the passions and towards
emphasis on interests. It discusses briefly the relationship
between their accounts of the sufferings of the oppressed and
their arguments for religious toleration and the emergence of
early Quaker anti-slavery in the later seventeenth century.
JOHN MARSHALL is Professor of History at the Johns Hopkins University.
He is author of John Locke: Resistance, Religion and Responsibility
(Cambridge 1994); and John Locke, Toleration and early enlightenment
culture (Cambridge 2006), and co-editor with David Loewenstein of Heresy,
Literature and Politics in early modern English Culture (Cambridge 2006).

Yasmin Haskell
YASMIN HASKELL is Cassamarca Foundation Chair of Latin Humanism at
the University of Western Australia and a Chief Investigator in the ARC
Centre of Excellence for the History of Emotions (Europe 1100-1800),
where she leads projects on ‘Jesuit Emotions’ and ‘Passions for Learning’.
Her books, authored or edited, include Loyola’s Bees: Ideology and Industry
in Jesuit Latin Didactic Poetry (Oxford University Press, 2003), Diseases of
the Imagination and Imaginary Disease in the Early Modern Period (Brepols,
2011), and Prescribing Ovid: The Latin Works and Networks of the
Enlightened Dr Heerkens (Bloomsbury, 2013).
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